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ABSTRACT 
1 Electroueak interactions at high energies are expected to be dominated by 

spin-dependent forces. Recent advances in the production of polarized elec
tron beams in linear machines provide the opportunity for studying these spin-
dependent effects. Polarized e~e+ annihilation at the Z° pole can provide 
precise measurements of neutral current parameters and the best experimental 
challenge to the standard model of electroweak interactions. 

I. INTROrUCTION 

New proposals now exist In the USA ard In Europe for machines which can 
provide high energy electron-positron coll.'sionK to investigate a regime of 
particle interactions dramatically different from those obtained up to the 
present. These new machines will permit studying the weak interactions at a 
strength equal to, and very likely much greater than, the familiar electro
magnetic processes. The possibility of producing the Intermediate vector 
boson, the Z°, and studying its properties, sets the energy scale and other 
parameters of these machines, and provides physics objectives for the experi
menters, The experimental study of the Z°, and the interference between the 
photon and the Z°, in annihilation processes should strongly challenge the 
gauge theory models of electrowcak interactions. One of the new proposed ma
chines is the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) at the Stanford Linear Accelerator 
Center. In this talk I would like to discuss in g< neral some of the cm-
side-rations connected with Z° physics, and specifically for this confer'-.-~e 
Lhe ini.erestir.g and important polarization phenomena expected in Z° prediction 
in e'e"1 annihilation. The SLAC SLC is well suited for accelerating polarized 
electrons to high energies, and some of the best measurements of neutral cur
rent parameters could result from polarized beam measurements In e~e am ihi-
latlon at the Z°. Although it can be argued that neutral f-urrent parameters 
may be measured without resorting to polarized beams, the additional Infec
tion contained in the polarization studies is a -owerfu] and practical too 
for determination of the neutral current parnmer.rs. Linear machines accele
rate polarized beams without loss of polarization, and techniques for produ 
clng intense polarized electron beams suitable for injection (»;o linear ac
celerators have been demonstrated. These capabilities should ho exploited fur 
the studies ot electroweak interactions. 

II. COMMENTS OS NCUTKAl. CURRENTS IN THK STANDARD MODIX 

Conjectures or predictions of the existence of neutral current componer.; s 
in the weak interactions have existed since the late 195C's, when Zt-1'dovw-h 
conjectured that neutral weak currents would lead to visible effects in atomi-j 
spectra and in polarized electron scattering.1 During the 1960*s and 1970's 
gauge theories emerged as the basis for understanding the weak, electromag-
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nctic, and strong forces. . 1 :..».•- ; 
From the development in theoretical ideas during the 1960'B and 1970'B, 

and from the experimental discoveries of the 1970's haa emerged a picture,-of 
weak and electromagnetic interactions now called the standard model*'basedtort 
the minimal SlK2)xU(l) gauge theory. At present no experimental evidence:/,.-,.f 

which bears on electroweak interactions contradicts the standard wodel. -But< 
the absence of expeiimental contradictions should not be interpreted as strong 
support for the present version of a standard model. The experimental data 
available at present do not provide precision tests of the standard model,)and 
many predictions and fundamental concepts of the standard model are not yet 
seriously challenged by experiment. The experimental tools for making phe 
precision measurements are within reach. The decade of the.l980*s promises to 
bring into the picture precision QED-like tests of the minimal SU(2).*.U(1) 
gauge theory the standard model is based upon. The minimal SU(2) xyU)istruc
ture may survive or fail, but from these experimental facts will come a great
ly improved understanding of these fundamental forces of nature.,,. - ,<_• .... 

Electron-positron annihilation at high energies should provide;qnevQf the 
cleanest tests of neutral current interactions. Electrons can annihilate on 
positrons with a virtual intermediate state being either a photon or a 2?tba--
son, according to the standard model. The diagrams which contribu.te,,:a,re shown 
in Fig. 1. There is an electromagnetic piece given In lowest order .-.by ;a ,: -

single virtual photon exchange,- and a 
neutral current piece, mediated hy the 
Z°. The two terms of Fig. 1 are. indis
tinguishable and therefore interfere. 

The standard model has four vector 
bosons responsible for the electrouea~K 
forces, an SU(2) triplet (tf^W^W-) and 
a singlet B . Mixing between the two 
neutral bosons occurs, giving the physi
cal particles 

sin8 W° + cos9 B° ":; "\l) 

Diagrams whic! 
annihilation. 

ntribuLe 

The mixing parameter 9 W is a free parameter, not specified in the theory. 
Mass relations exist which depend on the value of 6 : 

37.1 .: 

.in6 cpsii_ 

M = 0 . • • • • . » p y 

Using ci-rrent values for sin 26 w gives N^ == 78 GeV and M zo T 89; .GeV.. Mass 
corrections from higher order electroweak diagrams have been calculated. * *. 
These corrections are not small; for the Z<\. an additional £.3tCcV must be a.d-
i'ed tc the value predicted in lowest order, Eq. (4), and fyr,- W", 3.1 GeV. 
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Hatter consists of constituent* which are the apin *j feraions. There ere 
the quarks which carry weak, electric and strong charge. That la', quark* 
couple to the heavy vector bosons tf**, U~ and Z0, to the photon y, and to 
gluona. Leptons carry no color, but do carry weak and electric charge. Neu
trinos are neutral, so couple only weakly. The feraions arc grouped into 
three generations: 

(:•) • §-(!•) 
The first generation feralons arc the constituents of ordinary matter. 

They arc the lightest mass fermions and are (table. The second and third ge
neration fermiona are heavy and decay to the first generation fermiona. They 
can only be studied In high energy processes. This organization of fermions 
must be regarded *a a conjecture. The t quark la atlll "aieslng". There is 
no evidence in the FETKA data for Its existence. Although it aay still exist 
and be found in the future, its continued absence aay pose a difficulty for 
the three generation picture. 

The four bosons are responsible for the weak and electromagnetic currents. 
Charged current processes are aediated by Mr and IT. Fermions couple to the 
W* with the well-known V-A fora. Through charged current interactions, quarks 
can change flavor. Neutral current processes arc aedlatcd by the Z°, Fera-
iona couple to the Z° with a mixture of V and A couplings, but with a prefer
ence for left-hendedneas. Neutral currents do not change quark flavor. The 
electromagnetic current is mediated by the photon, y, and couples to charged 
fcralona with vector couplinga only. 

The left- and right-handed components of the fermlons are treated dif
ferently -in the standard model. Left-handed components arc placed into 
SU(2) doublets: 

(•1 ft ft. ft ft. ft 
and the right-handed components remain alone in singlets, 

• »• V V UR. V V V V V 
This is the minimal structure. More complicated structures such as right* 
handed doublets have already been ruled out by experiments for the lightest 
feraions e, u and d. 

Each of the fundamental fermione 1 couple* to the Z° with couplings 
given by 

«L(g) " T3L(Ri " « , l a 6w < 6 ) 

where L(R) refers to the left (right) component. The quantity T_, ,_. refers 



to the third component of the weak isospln, and q Is the electric charge. 
For left-handed feralons T.. • ±% and for tight-handed fenoions, T- R • 0. The 
couplings gf,„» have a strength of the order of the electromagnetic coupling e. 
At low energies the weak pror.-.sses are suppressed relative to the electromag
netic ones due to propagator effects associated with the maiaive vector bosons. 
At asymptotic energies, however, weak and electromagnetic atrengchs are com
parable, Equations (6) lead to a great deal of the physical phenomena associ
ated with neutral currents. For example, parity violation in neutral current 
couplings arises because g L i* g». A bean of left-handed fermions (electrons, 
for example) will scatter with different probability than right-handed ferra-
lons of the same kind. Furthermore, the difference t% ~ th l a l a rf*i * n d 

spin-dependent effects are eorreapondingly large. Asymmetries, for example, 
can approach unity. The fact chat spin-dependent asymoecries are expected to 
be large has the consequence that polarization meaaui'\ients can yield good 
measurements of neutral current couplings. 

Equations (6) also imply that a universality between generations should 
exist. Universality means that neutral current couplings are the same for the 
e, v and T leptons and among cjarhe of the sane charge. This prediction of 
universality la totally untested at present. No neutral current parameters 
for second or third generation fermions have been measured. 

One commonly sees the neutral current parameters in the form of vector 
and axial vector couplings. They are simply related to those of Eq. (6) by 

*V" »R + *L (7) 

(8) 

In the standard model neutral current paraneters depend on a single free 
parameter, sln29 . It has been customary for neutral current experiments to 
express the results in terms of the value of sinzfiw. Different values of 
sin z9 v in different processes would indicate a breakdown of the universality 
prediction of the standard model. For this reason precision measurements of 
sln zS w are desirable. At the present all measurements of sin 2« M are in agree
ment with sin2» - .232 * .009." 

Analysis of a variety of experiments by various authors generally agrees 
with this value of »in 28 w, but the error may differ somewhat depending on va
rious assumptions and procedures used. Figure 2 showa values of sin 26 w 

measured io ten different processes. Two processes with the smallest reported 
errora, SLAC inelastic eD scattering, and the CEBN CDHS inelastic neutrino 
scattering, are in good agreement with values sin 26 w - .224 ± .020 and 
.228 ±.018, respectively. Recent reaulta from Hark J at PETRA report on 
e"e -*tt neutral current parameters. They combine u+u~ and T ~ T + with e~e 
final states, and assuming the uni\, reality condition report the first neutral 
currant parameters measured at a at rage ring experiment.5 

Figure 2 shows that moat measurements of sin 28 v at present yield large 
errors, and tha ability to test the equality of ain z6 u in different processes 
is poor. There are at present no precision teats of the standard model. These 
present measurements may continue with correspondingly reduced errors, but the 
true teste of the standard model will come when accelerators can produce the 
Z° boson in e~e + annihilations. It lr probable that the best experimental 
tests of, and most serious challenges to, the standard model of electrowtak 
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Fig. 2. Values of the parameter 
sin 26 u obtained from various pro
cesses. The dashed line Is the 
current weighted average .23. 

Fig. 3. CroBB section for e~e an
nihilation versus tenter-of-mass 
energy, /a, in the standard model. 
°QEO refers to u-pair production 
from one-photor*. exchange only. 
Counting rates In a 4* detector 
for J?- 10 3 0 cm"2sec-1 are shown 
on the right. Radiative correc
tions, not Included here, will 
lower the Z° peak and skew It to 
higher energies. 

interactions will come from polarized e 
beams In linear colliders in the process 
e~e+-*Z°. There are several practical 
reasons for this possibility. We now 
have means to produce intense beams of 
e£ and eg. It is easy to select, or 
switch, from e£ to e^, and control of the 
spin orientation is possible by conven
tional means. Many systematic errors can 
be virtually eliminated in measurements 
which are e^ versus BR comparisons, such 
as asymmetries. As will be discussed 
later, control of the beam polarization 
provides control to a considerable degree 
of the polarization of final state parti
cles, a technique which is extremely use
ful for extracting neutral current coup
lings. Figure 3 shows the cross section 
and counting rates versus center-of-mass 
energy, /s, for a machine which operates 
at a luminosity of if * 10^^cm~^sec~'. 
Tf we take O Q E D C O b p t n e total croos 
section for e _e +-*«~p + from a single-
photon exchange, and R to be the ratio 
°TOT^°QED» then low energies in e~e+ an
nihilation have a O-^QJ which corresponds 
to R * 4-5. As the center-of-mass energy 
is raised to that of the Z° mass, the 
cross section rises dramatically to a 
ilue of R « 5000. The regions below and 

0 40 80 120 



above the Z pole, where the y and Z terms contribute comparable amounts to 
the amplitudes, can expect significant Interference effects. Counting rates 
at the peak of the 2° are expected to be relatively high. For a luminosity 
of 1030cm_2sec"*1

> several Z 0 ,s per minute can b*> produced. On the other hand, 
at energ'es away from the ?.° pole, counting rates can be expected to be dismal. 
The precision measurements of neutral current parameters will occur only at 
the Z°, and for those measurements polarization will be very useful. 

H I . THE 5LAC LINEAR COLLIDER PROPOSAL 

1 would like now to describe briefly the SLi.C SLC proposal in general, 
then look at plans to accelerate polarized electron beams in that machine. ' 
The SLAC single pass collider report is described in the Design Report.& The 
proposal is to increase the energy of the accelerator to achieve 100 GeV in 

center-of-mass in e~e collisions 
at a cost nubstantially below that 
of a comparable e~e+ storage ring. 
The primary motivation for the 
proposal is to build a pioneering 
version of linear collider ma
chines in which two linear accele
rators aim beams at each other, 
one beam of electrons, one beam of 
positrons. Intense single bunches 
of electrons focussed to micron 

: size spots would collide with com
parable bunches of positrons mo
ving in the opposite direction. 
The SLAC linear accelerator would 
be upgraded to accelerate both 
electrons and positrons to ener
gies up to 50 GeV. Transport 
lines from the end of the 1inac 
separate the bunches and transport 
them to a final focus and a colli
sion point where the fundamental 
processes of high energy e~e+ an
nihilation can be studied. The 
physics motivations for studying 
e~e+ annihilation up to 100 GeV 

2 . lies in the new electroweak inter
actions at such energies, illus
trated In Fig. 3 by the strong en
hancement in the cross section at 
the Z°. 

The general layout of the 
single pass collider is shown in 
Fig. 4. Electrons are injected 
into the first sections of the ac
celerator and boosted to 1.2 GeV 
ener^v. At this energy they are 

Fig. 4. Schematic layout of the SLAC sent into a damping ring which 
single pass collider. storos them for the purpose of 
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reducing the transverse phase space. Exiting from the damping ring on the 
next machine pulse, these electrons pass through a pulse compressor, which re
duces the bunch length to a millimeter in length. Two such bunches exist in 
the electron damping ring »nd are extracted for each machine pulse. The se
cond bunch is used to generate posicronB by acceleration to 33 CeV and deflec
tion onto a target for positron production. Positrons produced are collected, 
transported to the front of the accelerator and accelerated to 1.2 GeV, where 
they are injected into thuir own ring Tor use in subsequent pulses. Electron 
and positron bunches are accelerated in the same machine pulse, spaced 15 me
ters apart. Leaving the linac, the bunches are separated into two terrain-
following transport arms which bring the bunches into a final focus and colli
sion. Table I gives a list of parameters for the single pass collider.6 

Tablu 1 . Parameters of thi; single 
pass collider at 50 GeV (from R«f. 6) 

A* Interaction Point 
Initial luminosity 10 cm sec 
Invariant emittance (^"iT) 3 - 10"5 rad-m 
Repetition rate 180 Hz 
Beam size (ox • o ) 2 microns 
Equivalent beta function 1 cm 

B. Collider Arcs 
Average radius 300 m 
Focusing structure AG 
Cell length 5 ra 
Betatron phase shift per cell 110° 
Full magnet aperture (x;y) 10;8 mm 
Vacuum requirement <10"2 Torr 

C. Linac 
Accelerating gradient 17 HeV/m 
Focusing system phase shift 360° per 100 m 
Number of particles/bunch 5 - 10 ° 
Final energy spread t ) ' 2 X 
Bunch length <oz) I m.-

fcnergy 1.21 CeV 
Number of bunches 2 
Damping time (transverse) 2.9 ms 
Betatron tune (x;y) 7.1; 3.1 
Circumference 34 m 
Aperture (x;y) +5; ±6 mm 
Bend field 19.7 kg 

Spin motion in the collider is relatively simple. Polarized electrons 
are accelerated without loss of polarization. A longitudinally polarized 
electron beam will enter the transport arm of the machine, and begin to pro
cess by an amount given by the BHT equations of motion for spin.7 For a simple 
transport system bending in a plane, the spin motion would be a simple g-2 



precession of approximately 28 revolutions from the linac co the experimental 
-irea, at 50 GeV. However, the transport system contains vertical as well as 
horizontal bends to accommodate the rise and fall of the natural terrain. Spin 
motion will have some vertical rolling, at a somewhat slower rate than the ho
rizontal precession. Figure 5 shows a model calculation of two spin components 

in the experimental area LONGITUDINAL POL 
50 

versus center-of-mass 
energy, for a 502 longi-

VERTICAL COMPONENT 

tudinally polarized elec
tron beam. The only com
ponent usef'il for physics 
measurements is the first 
one of Fig. 5, the longi
tudinal component. Trans
verse spin components for 
electrons which annihilate 
on unpolarized positrons 
lead to no observable ef
fects at high energies. 
For longitudinally polar
ized e~ beams, however, 
one does not need to po
larize the e + beam in or
der to extract the impor
tant spin-dependent para
meters in the interactions. 
For spin-physics purposes 
it is sufficient to have 
longitudinally polarized 
electrons annihilating on 
unpolarized positrons. 

The closely spaced 
maxima in ?e (880 HeV 

apart) provide suitable points of operation for polarized beams throughout the 
energy range. For example, the full width of the Z° is expected to be 2.6 GeV 
at half maximum, and this is large enough to contain several P e maxima. How
ever, plans for placing spin rotators in the injection and extraction arms of 
the damping ring exist.8 Preserving spin Through the damping ring requires 
orientating the spin transverse to the motiun, parallel to the damping ring 
magnetic field. Figure 6 shows location of the apln rotating elements. After 

Fig. 

sy 

ECMS (Gev) 

A model calculation of spin components ift 
interaction region versus center-of-mass ener-
The calculation assumes 502 polarization in 

the linac and includes depolarizing effects. The 
precession of the electron spin results in rapid 
oscillations of the longitudinal component and 
slower variations of the vertical component from a 
beam transport system that follows the natural 
terrain in the region of the north arc. 

Fig. 6 Solenoids SO, SI and S2, fol
lowing 32.8° bends, rotate longitudi
nal spin to vertical orientation in 
the damping ring, then to arbitrary 
orientation for acceleration to high 
energies in the linac. 



accelerating to 1.2 CeV, a horizontal bend of 32.8 followed by a solenoids! 
field of 6,3 Tcsln-raeters turns the longitudinal spin to vertical orientation. 
Following extraction from the damping ring, the two bends of ^2.8" each fol
lowed by solenoids of 6.3 Tnala-metcc3 In integral field path provide the 
freedoms to orient the spin in any arbitrary direction. The collider has the 
capability of providing polarized electron beams with nearly complete control 
of the spin degree of freedom. In the next section, some of the underlying 
physics of neutral currents that can be investigated with polarized beams are 
discussed. 

IV. Z° PRODUCTION AND DECAY FROM POLARIZED ELECTRONS 

Many aspects of Z production in e o annihilation have been considered in 
the literature. A good collection of these works, including polarization phe
nomena, can be found in the Les Houches summer studies9, and earlier reports on 
e~e+ annihilation at high energies10. These studies concerned themselves with 
physics in storage ring environments, and discussions of polarization phenomena 
were tempered by the complexities of polarization and depolarization of buams 
in storage rings. At LEP where energies sufficient to produce Z°'s exist, it 
appears unlikely that beams will be polarized unless Kpeci.il measures are taken 
to control depolarizing effects. The potential for studying '••pin-dependent ef
fects at the Z° is apparently somewhat limited. In contrast, linear colliders 
can exploit fully the physics of polarized beams without introducing additional 
complexities. Longitudinally polarized electron beams have been accelerated at 
SLAC and used in several experlmentw. No loss of polarization has been ob
served. In c~e annihilation, it 1» not necessary to provide polarized posi
tron beams to obtain Spin-dependent effects. The reason has to do with hellcL-
ty conservation at the electroweak vertex. Positive helicity electrons annihi
late only on negative helicity positrons, giving +1 spin component in the beam 
direction. A negative helicity electron annihilates only on positive helicity 
positrons. If the center-of-mass energy is chosen to be the peak of the Z°, 
the contribution from the single y exchange is small. Neglecting the single 
photon exchange contribution, estimates of total rate of hadron production 
take on a simple form. The Z° prefers left-handed particles: t't.at is the coup
ling gj_ Is larger than gp. The rate of production from left-handed electrons 
Is proportional to g£, and for right-handed electrons, gfj. If one takes P(, to 
be the beam polarization and NR(N ) to be the numbtr of incident right(left)-
handed electrons, then 

e R l. R 1, 

N R = No(l + ?o)/2 

and 

N. = N (1 - P )>2 , i Hi) 
L o e 

where N - N + N . The total rate <-f Z° production Is given by 

t ' ~ \ H * K A • i m 

Using the relations defined in Eqs. (7) and (8). on*' finds 
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where the superscript e lias been added to emphasize that electron couplings 
are considered. If cut includes the resonance form for a 1° of finite width F, 
then the complete expression is'' 

a ( . V . z ' - r ) . 

where I' Is the partial width into final state f. Figure 7 snows the ratio of 
U/OQ EP versus /s, the cont.ur-of-raass ener
gy, near the 7,° mass. The cross section 
JQED ' s d o'' n p <' a s o(e"«+-*u"u+) from single 

-,. > exchange only. In Fig. 7, single y ex
change haa been included, hut is negligible 
near the Z° miss. The curves are marked 

, - -- e L, 0, e for P^ = -1,0 +1, respectively. 
The experimental asymmetry 

loR - oL)/(o • °,> (14) 

J 
where 3R(OJ) is the total cross section for 
right-handed (left-handed) electrons, has 
rhe value -.16 at the 7." peak, for 
sin 2\. " .23. In terms of the coupling 

Fi 7. K •= a/jQEn versus cente 
c i.. 5 energy near the Z° pole 
, • ectrr beams jf positive 
helicity i f), negative helicitv 
(e[). or im,-.]arizLd beams (0). 

2 

Measurement of t he asymmetry, Eq. (14), and 
the total rate for unpularlzed beams should 

provide a precise value for g v ami ?£, independent of other gauge theory as
sumptions. In particular, measurement of the tot.il rate of production of 2 's 
end ih. polarization asvmmetrv should be accurate enough Lu require calculation 

f radiative corrections (including weak vertex corrections) before meaningful 
comparisons between theory and experiment can be made. Figure Sa shows the 
present knowledge ot KV and g£ from neutrino-electron scattering. Figure 8h 
shows the same for e"iT*L1', estimated from statistical counting errors only, 
Systematic errors, wlilch must be added to the <; tat 1st ica 1 errors, will dominate 
at some level, but are dependent on radiative corrections and ftxperimenLal de
tails and cannot he f-.r imated at this parly date. 

2°'s. produced in e~e+ anni h I lat ion will be polarized, even for unpolarized 
incident beams. The reason for chh. Is the unequal 7.° couplings g L and g K. 
The preferential couplings to left-handed electrons give more 2°'s polarized 
oppoRire the electron beam direction than alone the beam. It Is straightfor
ward to estimate the Z'1 pjlari-.it Ion. Define the polarisation of the Z° to be 

http://tot.il
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Kifi. 8. Measurements of 
the electron neutral rur-
rcnt parameters g v ami g A 

from several processes. 
In (a), the present results 
overlap in a small region 
near sin 2e u - \ . In (n), 
t ross section values ar • 
asymmetries from «"e+ •* Z1"' 
will result in a circl. and 
diagonal lines, respective
ly, which will greatly 
reduce the allowed regions 
in g A - g v space. Values in 
(b) are for sin 29 u = .23. 
The errors for allowed 
regio-s in (b) should be 
dominated by systematica 
and are difficuli. to esti
mate, but should be con
siderably smaller than In 
(a). 

pz " ( Nz " V / ( N z + V 
where N z raters to spin projections ±1. Using the rulatto 

N - (1 - P ) e> «h. 



and I-0,5. (7) and (B>, 

b^l+ pX" 4 *l >]'k + h > + 2*M] 

if thi 

Figure 9 shows P z versus ft. for two values of sin 6 W, .23 and K. We see from 
igure that Z 0 ,s are polarized even 
: heams are unpolarlzed, if 
I* ht and for polarized beams, the 

Z n dan be highly polarized. On*' would 
expect the alignment of Z° spin to lead 
to large forward-backward asymmetries in 
u"u+ final states, f<n example. This is 
the neutral current analog of beta decay 

'.' ' asymmetries from aligned nuclei. 
Forward-backward charge asymmetries 

are often discussed in u pair production 
as a test of weak-electromagnetic Inter
ference. One alwn expects a charge 
asymmetry from polarized Z°'s. Measure-

s merit of u pair neutral current couplings 
should benefit from polarized beams at 

". the Z° pole, relative to the more often 
considered weak-electromagnetic interfe-

Flg. 9. Polarization of the ?.° rence et'jcts away from the pole, simply 
versus incident electron beam bemuse counting rates are larger. De
polarization, fine the charge asymmetry to be 

A h = [S(u~) - N(P +)]/[N(U") + N(u+)] . (19) 

If Pp is the penalization of the Z°, then the number of p~'s in the forward 
direction is 

N(u ) = (1 + Pz)gj" + (1 - PzJg 

Using Eqs. (7) and (8). one obtains 

A o - V - f ^ - r ( 2 1 ) 

where P z is niven by Eq. (18). Assuming sin'-Qy B .23 gives A c n '" --16, .026, 
and +.16 for ?G • 1, 0, and -1, respectively. These numbers rre the same for 
i pairs in ZD-*-T+I~, because of the universality condition imp led by Eq. <6). 
If one includes the single photon exchange terras, and averages over cosO for 
the forward hemisphere of a 4n detector, the values are only slightly modified. 



Results are shown in Fig. 10 for u-pair of T-pairs from e~e annihilation from 
ei_, 0. or en polarization of the incident electron beam. The Z° pole Itself 

is shown for reference as a dashed curve. 
"- .w •; < (.- - fyj reaches a value of 150 at the L° peak. 

-— . . , The charge asymmetry is large away from 
the Z°, due to Y-Z interference. The data 
points and associated errors are shown 
for two hypothetical experiments of 1000 
hours each. In the 'irat, ten 100 hour 

s with unpolarized beam at a lumino-
.Jr 

Bity of I0 J ucm' 30 r B 1-2 B 1 -1 niformlv 

Fig. 10. The charge asymmetry for 
muon pairs versus center-of-mass 
energy for e^, eg and unpolarized 
beams. The points and associated 
errors compare two hypothcticnl 
experiments of 1000 hours each at 
V - 10 3 0cm" 2s^c~ I. Polarized 
beam measurements at thf. Z° pole 
(open squares) give substantially 
better accuracy on muon neutral 
current parameters than do weak-
electromagnetic interference mea
surements (solid dots) away from 
the peak of the 'l° (see text). 

can generalize Eq. (21) to give 

spaced below and above Che 7" nt the 
energies shown. Each point haw a statis
tical error on A cj, calculated from ex
pected counting rates. In the second ex
periment, the 1000 hours is devoted to 
running at the Z° pole with polarized 
electrons, with P P » ±502. Then* data In 
each case are fit to the one free para
meter, s i n z 8 u . An error on si.i 2Q w is 
calculated from the statistical errors on 
the data points. For the unpolartzcd 
beams, an error on sin P w of 1.0027 re
sults, while for the polarized beam data, 
i.001) is obtained. The conclusion is 
that polarized beams provide a consider
able enhancement of sensitivity to neu
tral current couplings. In reality one 
must include systematic errors and ef
fects from radiative corrections, but in 
both cases. It is expected that polarized 
beams will provide better measurements 
relative to experiments without polari
zation. 

Charge asymmetries are expected to 
occur In quark palrsfrom 2 decays. The 
Z° derays Into uu, dd, cc, H S , etc. The 
couplings are given by Eq. (6), and we 

2 si4 

where i refers to any fundamental fermlon. Figures 11a and lib shnw t-hargc 
asymmetries for up and dd pairs. As before, the single y exchange term has 
been included, and cosB has been averaged over the forward hemisphere of a in 
detector. 

Measurement of the decay Z -* qq poses the roos- difficult, challenging, bui 
Important experimental problem. Quarks will materialize as jets, and flavor 
and charge Identification in the jets *nay be difficult, or indeed. Impossible. 
The degree to which quark neutral current parameters can be measured depends on 
how well these separations can be made. Tests of the universality relations 



Fig. 11. Calculated charge asymnct r it;s for e~e+-*uu and e~e+ -* d3 events. 

Anions different generations require clean separation of quark flavors. It may 
he vrre realistic for experiments to give up on flavor discrimination and aver
age over the Jets. Testt. which avoid flavor confusion may be more meaningful. 

Final state leptons and quarks are expected to be polarized. It is simple 
to estimate the polarization of a final state fermion from Z°-»fl, if one neg
lects the single photon contrIbuti.in. For +1 <-t) projections of the Z°, the 

of decay in the forward direction is proportional to gptg^- T h c polari-
at ion of the fermion f Is 

ll + P..) 

• f2""""T at 0 • (23) 

For e -e +-Z° -u~u+ (or T~T +) the polarization Is <P(1> - tl for P^ - il, and 
-.11 for Pt,-f), for sln 20 w - .23, in the forward direction. 

For completeness one muflt Include the one-photon exchange contribution, and 
average over solid angles. Figure 12 shows the values for P„- (or P

T - ) , aver
aging over the forward hemisphere, for a range of cunter-of-mass energies below 
and above lite ?.°. 

The Vi~ or T~ polarization is a respectable -SIX for unpolarizcd beams. 
This polarization occurs because the Z1' prefers left-handed couplings and 
partially suppresses the right-handed components. This large polarization may 
he very useful in the care of T'C produced off Z°'s. Good measurements will 
result tor the neut ral current couplings. 



The tati lopt^n li.it; Reir.i-Icpton i < 
and p u r e l v - l e p t o n t . deiav modes. A twi<-
body decay i + n\i has an oxpecled If* 
branching r a t i o , and should be an e x c e l 
lent ana lyzer of i s p i n . T s a l 1 ' ' has 
shown that t h i s d n ,iv mode has an a n p i l a 
d i s t r i b u t i o n 

dti - ( l - h, r W * ) d cost'* (J ' .) 

in the ccnter-of-roa-;;; c( the i , and In 
chc lab 

"" - > * <V [ V / r j • 
Fig, 12. Polari2-.it Ion of the y In 
o-(.+ .. u " u versub center-of-masw t'nei 
for e , e and unpolarlred beams. 

Figure 13 shows the predicted energy spectrum of the n, which is very sensitive 
to the incident beam polarization. Measurement of this decav mode should be 
clean, since Identification of the T is aided by the decay through other chan
nels of its partner in the pair, the t. -

In a sample of 10 7. 's, ap-
n«. , D T r „ . . ̂  proximately 6000 i-n>v events 

should be obtained. These should 
yield a good measurement of <P T> 
and through the relations similar 
to Eq. (20), a good value on its 
neutral current couplings gj and 
K\. 

Two-body decays of the type 
i*nu art ilso expected to occur 
with a ^ranchinR ratio of 2S'i.''' 
These ii ivs can he used to fur
ther impTuvt- measurements of the 
i polarization. 

Three-bodv decavs of the ran 
(B.R. - \t>7. each) 

i - c w and i * M .t 

E--

C 

Fig. 13. The laboratory energy spectrum 
of plans for T * H V decays produced at the 
Z° pole, for c L , e R and unpolarized beams. 
Measurements of the plon spectrum should 
provide good values of the tau polariza
tion and its neutral current couplings. 

likewise sho ild te ith us ahot t t • i 

spin and weak dt-ca s of he .in. 
Figure 14 sh ws Hi elec rnn tor 
nuon) energy spectrum as itirl. V. a 
standard V-A weak decay. Tht sp c-
trum Is sign f leantly ha rdent d for 
left-handed nclde it ele tror An 
average energy mea lureirur it o th 
or e would P ovlde a sen si live puranr-
eter for determining the tau polnri-
/.at ion. In samp c of 0 ( l 1 °'B 

P r o -

http://li.it
http://Polari2-.it


•fin I-it, .-.[•proximaii-lv ?(>,(>00 Jecnvj 
•.h.ul.i populate tin- ilt-ii r 1 but ions 

\ "( Yiy.. li, if standard model es-
tiH,itf« remain valid. Ii is not 
•in r .-.i'ii>n.it> I *' t" expect 1l)f' V°'i, i.. 

•»v he im-duced in a reasonable U nut Ii 

I'olarizat ion effects also >:x-
teml into I hi- hadron Jets. The 
primarv quarks h a w Lirco polari
sations, but QCti .-ffects whfih 
dress tlir quarks m.i" also mask 
them !.tr,'.c (iolariz.it ion*. At t he 
present it appears unlikely th.it 
polurizat ion effects in hail rot. |..K 
v H ] be ireful. However, this nay 
well In- proven incorrect. 

nn- expected to exhibit strwi' ipin-
deprmU-nt effect*, and these i-1 f,.-; t s 
an- important to tin- ex per iraent.i! 
!.-termination of neutral current 
parameters. Polarized b e a m Rfi-atlv 

fif.. I-.. (he l.ii'.T.-.t.T-. energy spe.tr.IM enhance these effects. It is not 
for electrons t m m t" • *-"v Tw ? produced nt-t cssarv to polarize the positron 
at the Z° pole f roa incident electrons bean, although it is natural for 
of e L> l'K> a n u 0 Polarization. The mean this to occur in storage rings. 
electron energy Is a t;ood analvzer of For linear colliders, <i single po-
tau polarization. larized electron heam is ideal and 

;.ran leal. Control of spin of clrc-
£ ron beamy lias been shown to be 

practical In linear accelerators, and rapid revi-rsnls of spin van eliminate many 
sources of system.!t it- errors. Through use ol polarized beams, i«".t.> neutral cur
rent paramet-Ts can be Measured at the peak of the 7° pole, with the practical 
advantage of providing higher count i rig rates than obtained .iv.iv from the ™° pole 
wheie Y-Z interference occurs. Polarization eifrets piop..i\ite throu^u (lit '•'-" 
into the fln-il state. Charge jswetrit-s and M n a i slate ;-.•! .in/at ion ,n- im
portant effects sensitive to incident be;tin polarisation. Pre, i ;ion te--s of 
gauge thtmrv predictions should result from polarized bra- ^.isnn-wnts. 

I wish' tii acknowledge cont r i hut ioi^ from several col 1 e i>:m-s .u SljV 
I'harlie Sinclair, who has played a central role in bringing the l.iser-dr i vcti 
C.aAs source into operation, continues the work for higher po iar I z.it U r . Ti,iuuB;, 
his riinrts, the future for polarized beans in linear collidors appears bright. 
1 would also like to thank Tom Tsao and Fred filln.-in for assistance with the cal
culations and tor numerous useful ..nd informalive discussions. 
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